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NFTs 

Idle & Develop 

Play-to-Earn with Crypto Dynasty
Crypto Dynasty is an idle trading game, where players use their free time to idle and profit from trading.

5-10 mins a day, perfect way to kill time

Props Trade Mining Dividend  

Equipment Recycle

Competitive Reward

Tradable props，earn profit and pleasure

Plenty of mainstream crypto currencies e.g. EOS, 

ETH are rewarded every week for equipment 

recycling

Global player participation, hit the ranking list to win 

high rewards!

Mining assets can not only appreciate but also be staked to 

get rewards with EOS, ETH, etc.

Blockchain featured NFTs, with independent ownership and 

scarcity valueCRYPTO DYNASTY



Battle

Idle & Develop Game: Play-to-earn in free time

 View current status of the battle. Heroes conquer a city by killing every
10 enemies.

 The more cities you conquer, the greater the probability of getting rare
materials as rewards.

Let the heroes participate in battles to get the spoils by conquering the 
cities. Automatic march operation, saving enery & time.

You can choose up to three heroes to participate in the battle at the same 
time. Heroes will grow by gaining experience while killing enemies. 

March

Hero

Tiger Rune
Tiger Rune is a kind of important consuming goods in the game. It is 
versatile. Users can purchase Tiger Rune with crypto currency.
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Historical Battle

Yellow Turban Rebellion, AD 184

Crypto Dynasty provides up to 11 battle. As the heroes level up, more battles
will be unlocked.  Participate in different

battle will change the

drop rate of certain type

of materials.

 The higher the battle

level, the higher material

drop rate.

Battle of Puyang, AD 192 Battle of Wan Castle, AD 197

Battle of Guandu, AD 200 Battle of Red Cliffs, AD 208 Battle of Hefei, AD 209 Battle of Tong Gate, AD 211

Battle of Hanzhong, AD 217 Battle of Jing Province, AD 219 Battle of Yiling, AD 221 Sixth Expedition Out of Qishan, AD 228
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Job

Diversified Hero Growth

Every hero has his own job. The 

characteristics of jobs will be 

different. More jobs will be 

developed in the future.

Hero can be up to level 18. Each update enables 

higher attribute and higher level of equipment.

Attack: Damage to enemies, affecting speed of killing 

enemies

Defense: Reduction of damage by enemies' attack

HP: The hero is retreated when HP reduces to 0

Luck: Increasing the drop rate of materials and the number of 

tiger rune in the march. Increasing dodge rate in the arena. 

Each hero can be equipped with 

weapons, armors and 

accessories to enhance their 

own attribute.

Hero Attribute

Equipment

Mount

Each hero can choose to ride one mount, which

enables hero with higher attribute.CRYPTO DYNASTY



Collecting Materials

Material

When every march ends, each hero 

in battle gets one material.

Melting
Materials can be melted to tiger runes. 

The higher the rarity of materials, the 

more tiger runes you will get.

Material Handbook

Forge

Material can be used to forge 

equipment. Clicking on the material 

will display a list of equipment that 

requires this material.

View detailed information on materials, 

such as basic introduction,  forgeable 

equipment and rarity.

Marketplace

Materials can be traded through a smart 

contract marketplace, where players can 

buy material assets or earn crypto currency.CRYPTO DYNASTY



Building Your Own Equipment Library

Materials can be traded through a 

smart contract marketplace, where 

players can buy equipment assets or 

earn crypto currency.

Melting

Materials can be melted to tiger runes. 

The higher the difficulty of equipment, 

the more tiger runes you will get.

Equipment

Using the specific materials to 

forge equipment and build your 

own equipment library.

View detailed information on equipment 

including forging method and difficulty.

Marketplace Equipment Handbook
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Tremendous Equipment
Crypto Dynasty has an extremely diverse equipment system. There are more than 200 fabulous equipment 
in 8 categories for players to forge, Equipment is divided into 6 classes, including 
Common/Rare/Master/Epic/Legend/Super God. We will continue to add new equipment to enrich the 
player's experience in the future.

Light 
Weapon

Heavy
Weapon

Bow

Staff

Heavy
Armor

Amulet

Light
Armor

Jewelry

Equipment Snapshot
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Flexible And Diverse Equipment System

Each equipment can have multiple attribute 

values. Each attribute value has a certain 

range and probability of occurrence.

Equipment scoring
Same equipment might have different 

attributes, Each equipment has a 

comprehensive score based on the attribute 

displayed in the upper right corner of the 

equipment. The score range is 0%~100%.

Equipment integration 
and upgrade

Equipment attribute

Every equipment can be upgraded, up to 

level 6. Synthesizing the same equipment 

can upgrade equipment. The higher the 

level, the more equipment are needed to 

synthesize.

Level Number Bonus

1 0 0%

2 1 20%

3 2 40%

4 4 80%

5 8 160%

6 16 240%
One hero with three equipment from 

same set, obtains a gorgeous appearance 

and attribute bonus at the same time.

SET

*NFT equipment does not apply this rule
CRYPTO DYNASTY



Variety of game items

Some items can be freely traded in 

the Marketplace through smart 

contract to buy prop item assets or 

earn crypto currency.

Melt

Players can get a certain number 

of Tiger Runes after melting the 

items. The rarer the props, the 

more Runes players will get.

Handbook

Items

There are a variety of items in the 

Crypto Dynasty, such as skill 

books, skins, protection spells, etc. 

Detailed information such as items 

use methods and effects all can be 

viewed in the handbook.

Marketplace

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Summon the Powerful Mounts
Crypto Dynasty has a total of 6 classes mounts for summons. They have different attributes. Players can enhance their 

strength by riding mounts. Mounts can go for exploration and travel individually to get rewards.

Mount Snapshot

Direwolf of the Snowland ShadowfaxRhinoceros with Gold ArmorFlame Red Hare Rage Tiger

Azure Dragon White Tiger Vermilion Bird Black Tortoise

CRYPTO DYNASTY



World BOSS
The first onchain real-time game with all players against the world's BOSS, players can not only obtain 

BOSS exclusive rewards, but also can hit the contribution leaderboard to get 5% of the total game 

revenue every week.

Ticket System 

Exclusive BOSS Rewards

Participate in the crusade against BOSS to gain exclusive BOSS materials and forge 

powerful BOSS equipment.

Each BOSS crusade cost a corresponding ticket. Players can craft tickets with specific 

materials. Create a healthier economic system.

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Arena——Onchain PvP System
On-chain strategic PvP system developed on the characteristics of the current blockchain, players will get 

different battle results with different skills, equipment, and formation, and win ranking lists reward every 

week(5% of the game's total revenue).

The job of the hero in the game, 

different jobs have different 

skills.

Skill
Heroes can learn to match their 

favorite skills at will, and different 

skill combinations match different 

arena strategies.

Job Trade
Skill books and fragments required for 

learning skills can be freely traded 

through smart contract in the item

market.

Type
Skills are divideded into three types, 

attack, defense and special skills, each 

hero can be equipped with a skill in

one type.CRYPTO DYNASTY



Smart Contract Marketplace

Marketplace on blockchain

There are multiple built-in marketplaces in 

the game. Players use crypto currency to 

trade directly on the blockchain based on 

smart contract. Sellers can get crypto 

currency for each transaction safely 

and quickly, while buyers can get the 

materials or equipment they want.

* The game will charge the transaction fee from sellers.CRYPTO DYNASTY



On Chain Game

In traditional centralized games, all resources are in the hands of game developers. Developers can arbitrarily increase 

game resources. This power has become a tool for developers to gather money. In order to obtain excessive short-term 

benefits, game developers often cause game assets to depreciate and eventually collapse.

The process of generating materials, equipment, currency, etc. in the game can be traced and cannot be tampered with 

in crypto dynasty. No one can cheat in game, so that the props have real asset attributes.

March Material Equipment

Generate random numbers to 
determine the materials obtained

Use specific materials to 
forge equipment

Onchain

From March to the final completion of equipment forge, all processes are completed on chain. Even game developers 

cannot issue additional equipment out of thin air, ensuring the absolute asset attributes of game props.

Smart contract generates 
random numbers Onchain

Smart contract determines the 
correct material Onchain

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Game resource deflation

The output of resources is transparent in the blockchain. To prevent inflation on resources (eg.

Materials, equipment) due to increasing number and higher level of players, deflation 

mechanism is designed into the game. The earlier players participate, the easier to obtain rare 

resources.

According to the average value on max conquered cities from each player 

(only count players of 10+ max conquered cities)
When average value is between 1-1000, materials drop rate will decrease by 2% every time average value 

increase 100.

When average value is between 1001-2000, materials drop rate will decrease by 1.7% every time average 

value increase 100.

When average value is between 2001-3000, materials drop rate will decrease by 1.4% every time average 

value increase 100.

……

Drop rate can be decreased to 23% from the original drop rate.

Deflation Mechanism

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Crypto Dynasty World: Three Kingdoms

In different blockchain countries, 

different gameplays and rules may 

appear depending on game 

development and users group conditions.

Choose the most popular blockchains at present to represent the three countries of Wei, Shu and Wu, and 

other blockchains join the country of warlords. Get in the real world of Crypto Three Kingdoms!

*After the blockchain country is determined, the information will be gradually disclosed.

Customized Gameplay

With the development of the 

blockchain countries, the national war 

will be officially opened, and countries 

will compete for a large number of 

rewards.

National War System

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Crypto Dynasty World Heroes
There are many heroes in the three kingdoms era. More heroes will be introduced into Crypto Dynasty, They 

will gradually join their respective blockchain countries according to history to fight with other countries.

Each hero will have his own powerful exclusive set, the top equipment of the game, with unique enhancement 

effects. Heroes can learn their exclusive skills in the battlefield to improve their abilities on the battlefield.

Huang Yueying Ma Chao Zhao Yun Xiahou Dun Zhang He Zhen Ji

CRYPTO DYNASTY



TKT: Three Kingdoms Token

Crypto Dynasty will issue Three Kingdoms Token(TKT) 
on based on multiple blockchains, 1 billion in total. 
The output of TKT will mainly happen in the game, 
there are special ways of using and circulation in the 
game.

TKT for game promotion and events.

Most of TKT will be generated in the game. 

Airdrop for community members or who refers to friends.

15%

70%

10%

5%

TKT Distribution Chart

Operation

In-game

Community Incentive

Developer Incentive

Operation15%

In-game70%

Community Incentive10%

Developer Incentive5%

For developer of Crypto Dynasty.CRYPTO DYNASTY



How to earn TKT in Crypto Dynasty
Players can buy game assets in the marketplace to earn TKT. Every 1 EOS equivalent value crypto 

currency in transaction will generate 50 TKT as reward, deflated gradually with output.

Players can earn reputation every time march and kill enemies. Game will distribute a certain number 

of TKT according to your reputation share everyday.

Trading Reward

Battle Reward

Players spend EOS on purchasing heroes, tiger runes, and etc., to earn TKT. Every 1 EOS equivalent 

value crypto currency in transaction will generate 1000 TKT as reward, deflated gradually with output.
Spending Reward

Crypto Dynasty will provide some special tasks and players can earn TKT when finish them. Task Reward

Join in PVP arena, to obtain TKT from defeating other players. Arena Reward
More to be 
developed

Players fight against BOSS together to earn TKT.BOSS Reward

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Output Rule in TKT

In-game TKT output
(million)

0
~
70

70
~

140

140
~

210

210
~

280

280
~

350

350
~

420

420
~

490

490
~

560

560
~

630

630
~

700

1 EOS equivalent value 
market transaction rewards 50 40 32 25.6 20.48 16.384 13.1072 10.486 8.3886 6.7109

1 EOS equivalent value 
market comsumption rewards 1000 800 640 512 409.6 327.68 262.144 209.72 167.77 134.22

In-game reward 500,000 400,000 320,000 256,000 204,800 163,840 131,072 104,860 83,886 67,109

TKT is crypto asset issued by Crypto Dynasty on multiple blockchains, which will also use deflation mechanism. 

TKT output rules for different blockchain countries

 All blockchain countries share a total amount of 1 billion TKT

 In-game transaction and consumption output costs are the same in all blockchain countries

 In the early period, ETH-Wei received 1/4 of the in-game mining rewards. When the total value of Wei’s military reputation exceeds 1/4 of the total 

reputation of all blockchain countries, the output is allocated according to the actual military reputation ratio.

 The staked TKT can only receive rewards from the corresponding reward pool of its own blockchain country

 The protection period is three months after the opening of the new blockchain country, and the cross-chain transfer of the TKT will be openedCRYPTO DYNASTY



Multiple Scenarios for TKT

More is expecting 

Profit reward
20% of game profit will be proportionally divided among all staked TKT holders as 

payout. Game profit includes processing fee in marketplace, revenue from 

purchase on tiger runes and etc.. 

Prop shop

NFT

More to be 
developed

Specific game props can be purchased or auctioned by TKT.

Military Rank
Requirement for increase your military rank. Players can get more bonus in the 

game when achieving higher military rank.

A certain amount of TKT will be consumed and staked when making and 

upgrading the top NFT equipment in the game.

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Military Rank Bonus

Players can choose to stake TKT (amount refers to 

the table) after reaching to a certain hero level and 

castles to achieve military rank, total 18 ranks. 

The role of military rank includes not limited to

reputation mining bonus, BOSS contribution 

bonus, Arena honor bonus, mount exploration 

and travel slots, sell orders of market and so on.

Military Rank Reputation
Bonus

BOSS
Bonus

Hero 
Level Stake of TKT Maximum 

Castle

Basic Private 0% 0% 1 0 0

Private 1% 5% 2 500 10

Corporal 2% 10% 3 1000 30

Sergeant 4% 15% 4 2000 50

Staff Sergeant 6% 20% 5 4000 100

Master Sergeant 9% 25% 6 8000 200

Warrant Officer 12% 30% 7 16000 300

Lieutenant 16% 40% 8 32000 500

Captain 20% 50% 9 64000 1000

Major 25% 70% 10 128000 2000

Lieutenant Colonel 30% 90% 11 256000 3000

Colonel 35% 110% 12 512000 5000

Brigadier General 40% 130% 13 1024000 7500

Major General 50% 160% 14 2048000 10000

Lieutenant General 60% 190% 15 3072000 15000

General 70% 220% 16 4096000 20000

Five-star General 85% 260% 17 6144000 25000

Six-star General 100% 300% 18 8192000 30000

Players can get bonus in 

the game when achieving 

different military ranks.

* The rank parameters of different blockchain countries may change, the specific 
in-game instructions shall prevail.

CRYPTO DYNASTY



NFT(Non-Fungible Token)
Non-Fungible Token means that each token is unique and they are different from each other. Players can 

directly trade on NFT asset exchanges, such as Opensea.

In November 2017, the CryptoKitties project was 

released, which made NFT receive large-scale 

attention for the first time. It is a virtual collection 

game that allows players to nurture cats and conduct 

transactions. Each encryption cat is unique and 100% 

owned by players. It cannot be copied, taken away, or 

destroyed. The popularity of CryptoKitties caused the 

Ethereum network congested.

Based on predecessors' experience, Crypto Dynasty will strive 

to create a valuable NFT ecosystem.

Dividend
Some NFT assets in theCrypto Dynasty can get a certain 
percentage of the income of the game as a reward, 
providing continuous value support

Uniqueness
NFT will be the top prop in the Crypto Dynasty. After 
adding a new gameplay, it is not only powerful, but also
extremely unique and scarce.

Underlying 
value

The staking and destruction of the TKT in some NFT 
assets provide NFT with underlying value support

Scalability
The NFT assets issued by the Crypto Dynasty can not only 
be transferred in various blockchain countries, but also 
transferred to other games, and constantly get new 
gameplay and consensus

CRYPTO DYNASTY



NFT Mounts
The NFT mounts is a non-fungible assets issued by the Crypto Dynasty based on multiple 
blockchains. It is the top and most powerful mounts in the game.

Sun Essence Zhuzhao Moon Essense Youying North Sea beast Kun Five Elements Beast Kirin

Dividend Players with NFT mounts will receive 5% of the revenue rewards of Crypto Dynasty based on 
their property weights.

Scarcity

Uniqueness NFT mounts will be distinguished from other mounts with unique characteristics, which will be randomly 
generated during the development process.

Each basic NFT mount only can be obtained from official sales. It will be issued in a limited number of 100, 
and only be issued once.

Tradable NFT mounts are the only tradable and cross-chain transferable mount assets in the Crypto Dynasty.CRYPTO DYNASTY



NFT Equipment
The NFT equipment is a non-fungible asset issued by the Crypto Dynasty based on multiple blockchains. It 
is the top and most powerful equipment in the game. The following are hero exclusive NFT super god sets.

Dragon Set

Tiger Set

Moon Set

Thunder Set

Vast Set

Goddess Set

Uniqueness NFT euipment will be distinguished from other euipment with unique characteristics, which will be randomly generated
during the upgrade process.

Staking The upgrade of NFT equipment will need to consume and stake a certain amount of TKT, making it a symbol of identity and 
enhancing its value support.

Cross-chain Each NFT equipment can be transferred across blockchains and games in the future, not just for use in one blockchain 

country or even crypto dynasty.
CRYPTO DYNASTY



Dedicated Game Chain
Crypto Dynasty adopt a brand-new technology architecture to create a dedicated blockchain to host 
games. (Priority used in Ethereum Wei)

Scalability

Migration

Transparency

Based on a unified and exclusive blockchain backend, it can quickly 

complete connecting with all mainstream blockchains.

It will not be restricted by blockchain TPS and other technical 

restrictions, and can maintain a smooth game experience 

regardless of connection with any blockchain.

The dediated blockchain can still maintain the open and 

transparent characteristics of the blockchain, and services like

open up data interfaces, blockchain browser, etc.

Stability

Due to immature technical architecture and economic system, existing 

blockchains (ETH / EOS / TRON, etc.) are prone to congestion or paralysis, 

and greatly affected DApp applications running on them. In the dedicated

blockchain, the operation of the game will be separated from public chain to 

obtain extremely high stability.

* Dedicated game chain does not exclude the possibility of develop to public chain in the future.

Smoothness
The dedicated blockchain completely serves the game and does 

not carry other services, so that the response speed can be close 

to the centralized game, greatly improving the game experience.

Dedicated Chain

……
……

Game

Mainstream Blockchain

Bridging

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Application Market
The Crypto Dynasty application markets using blockchain's feature of unified account and 
value transfer to achieve application interoperability, is a good attempt to monetize 
blockchain platform traffic.

Crypto Dynasty gadgets

As a blockchain game, Crypto Dynasty have all data open and transparent, which 
has resulted in many gadgets made by enthusiastic players. However, these 
gadgets are often difficult to promote and have poor means of monetization. 
The application market will add them into the ecosystem of the Crypto Dynasty.

Other DApps

A variety of applications have emerged in the DApp field. Through the application 
market, Crypto Dynasty can introduce non-competitive DApps, giving players more 
entertainment and achieving traffic conversion. *Independent gadgets made by playersCRYPTO DYNASTY



Crypto Dynasty: Internationalization
Crypto Dynasty supports 5 languages, Chinese, English, Russian, Korean and Japanese, and already cover 

80+ countries. Using the characteristics of the blockchain, global players can compete with each other in the 

same blockchain country, owning and using the same crypto asset.

CRYPTO DYNASTY



Roadmap

EOS Dynasty
Yellow Turban Rebellion

2019.05.17

March to battle   

Token Economy

Material System

Equipment System

Mount System

Marketplace 

EOS Dynasty
For The Throne

2019.07

BOSS RAID

New Materials

New Equipment

Task System

Token Shop

Crypto Dynasty
Three Kingdoms

2020 Q3 ~ 2020 Q4

Cross-chain national war

Application market

NFTs Cross-chain transfer 

TKT Cross-chain Transfer

EOS Dynasty
Conqueror

2019.12

Arena PvP

Hero Skill

Crypto Dynasty
Presale

2020.5

EOS-Shu NFT mounts sale

ETH-Wei presale

EOS-Shu Anniversary 

Crypto Dynasty
Online

2020.6

ETH Wei goes live

NFT mount

NFT material

NFT equipment

Dedicated game chain 

*As the game development roadmap may be adjusted.CRYPTO DYNASTY
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Thanks.
The blockchain is coming

Thanks
The DApp Age is coming
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